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About This Content

Charles Collett 1871-1952 succeeded G.J Churchward as Chief Mechanical Engineer of the GWR in 1922. Collett has been
accredited more with the implementation of the locomotives designed and planned by his predecessor than of his own original
works. However, Collett made huge improvements on the manufacturing processes, design improvements and standardisation

within the GWR. This can perhaps be best appreciated on his design of the coaches of the GWR. His Collett coaches were
produced as a follow on of stringent testing and standardisation of the best bogie designs, to ensure the carriages offered the best

in ride and comfort. To replace ageing "Dreadnought" and "Concertina" express coaches, mainly 70ft, Collett set about a new
design of smaller windowed, shorter coaches generally known as High Waisters. These were produced in various diagrams and

proved to be succesful, apart from rather dark interiors, due to dark wood and the small windows. Collett would later modify the
designs to bring about the Large Window Colletts to improve lighting. The "Excursion" diagrams were nicknamed "Sunshine"

stock due to these improvements.

GWR High Waist Collett Coaches Pack 01 for TS Marketplace includes the following coach types in GWR Chocolate and
Cream, BR Crimson and Cream and BR Maroon livery:

Corridor Third

Brake Third Left Hand

Brake Third Right Hand
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Brake Composite Left Hand

Brake Composite Right Hand
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Wha is good on a Multiplayer game?
The challenge of Player VS Player, correct?
And what if you don't have friends to play with?
Oh well, there must be a story mode, or at least a flat setting to set you up for action, right?
So... what might go wrong here?

Well Metal Drift firstly needs to register to play.
I bought the game guys.... hello?????
Why did you had to force us to register to play.
Gee bad move, whatever.

After the whole proccess I logged in to find what?
Almost empty servers and.... no story mode.

So If I wont convince a firend of mine to buy the game, I can not actually play it, right?
Well guess what, this is a NO from me.

It is a very VERY rare thing putting a thumbs down on a game.
But I can't play it.
No seriously... if I had some friends playign with me I could give it a shot and recommend it on discount.
But now what can i do?!

By the way, graphics are not something special...
 gameplay is average, can't tell if it is boring or not though, SINCE I CAN NOT PLAY ALONE....

It's a no for me and I am really sorry.
I know that fanboys will come and rate this down but I don't really care.
Really, think about it.
Spending money on a game you can not enjoy, how would YOU feel?. As a horror game , is the first riddle too difficult? Who
can tell me how to deal with it .... I had waste an hour at the first riddle . and when i started a new game, I missed my key , and
where is it ? I hope I can enjoy it,, but you can't make me fell defeated at first . ... So who can tell me what is the picture's mean
that on the wall . Could you see it? author?. Vindictive Drive is a very decent game, but quite frustrating at times. There are no
validations that you got all the items you need for the next mission so you have to do all the things again just to buy the items
you forgot to buy in the first place. I spent the last mission having almost no bullets so I have to mix and match everytime I die.

Anyway, I like the premise of the game. The artwork is okay-ish, but I believe some will not like it. It is a very dark game with
dark humor. If you are easily triggered regarding suicide issues and whatnot, you may get dismayed by this game. Game is not
yet finished as it is still on early access. Wish this game could pull through as it looks promising, to say the least.

Not recommending YET because it is an early access game. But hey, it costs $3, which is not bad.. I paid $5 for Devil May Cry
4 and it took around 13 hours to finish on Devil Hunter mode. I used an Xbox 360 controller the entire time. I wouldn't say I did
great, but I still got to the end with some frustration. I'd say I highly recommend this one.

I've never played a DMC game before. The closest I got was X-Blades and that...wasn't really a good representative of the
spectacle fighter genre or whatever it's called. This review is probably better aimed at people new to the series like I was.

The game is a third-person action title. Apart from solving some simple puzzles, DMC4 largely revolves around fighting groups
of mooks and large bosses, often in a “room locks, kill everything to proceed” format. Nero's gameplay involves using a mix of
his gun and sword for regular combat, but he has a unique feature in his Devil Bringer arm for heavy but slow attacks or for
bringing an enemy/yourself closer or to evade some attacks. Dante's gameplay involves on-the-fly swapping between his four
stances along with changing his ranged and melee weapons. Nero's playstyle felt easy to use for a newcomer like me, and Dante
felt pretty advanced though I still did fine without really using his full potential.
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DMC4 is the kind of game that rewards you for learning its systems and playing well. You're graded at the end of each mission
on time taken, Style points, the percentage of Red Orbs found, and any modifying bonuses or penalties like using no items or
dying and continuing. Higher ratings give more Proud Souls which are spent to unlock new abilities or weapon combos or the
like. You can also refund spent Proud Souls to tweak or completely remake your build between missions or at the Divinity
Statues scattered through the environment. Time taken is self-explanatory, and Red Orbs are found in the world and are dropped
by enemies, and these are spent at Divinity Statues for consumable recovery items or permanent boosts with no refund option.

As for Style points, one of the series' features is its high risk Style system. By avoiding damage and attacking enemies with
strings of combos, your Style meter will raise and increase in rank. Getting hit will knock you down a couple of ranks, and using
your guns to play it safe won't impress anyone. It's a largely optional feature, but apart from the rewards mentioned above, it
does feel awesome to work up to a high rank and keep it going.

There are a total of seven difficulty levels though you start with two. For what I played being “normal” level, it was still pretty
tough, though I imagine it'd be a cakewalk for veterans. Apart from the unlockable standard hard and very hard, there are a
couple of different ones where both you and the enemies die in a single hit, where only you die in a single hit and the enemies
don't, or one where enemies spawn in fairly large packs as shown in some of the screenshots on the Steam Store page. There are
other things to unlock on the collectibles side, like the Gallery entries or in-game achievements, and there are Secret Missions
hidden away with bonuses for those who can complete them.

Overall, I enjoyed DMC4 despite some annoyances like having to fight the camera a couple of times, or bosses that were a
chore to kill. I probably won't pick it up again anytime soon, but I left the game on a high note at least. The game ran incredibly
well on my rig in DirectX10 mode and I think I only saw less than 60 frames maybe once the entire run. There's a lot of replay
value if you like the idea of harder challenges or just want to get a better score. This version of the game tends to be cheaper
than the Special Edition, though that obviously has more content and features in its favor.
. Inspired by another user I\u2019m on a mission to play all my games at least one hour and review them.

Overall impression: Fast FPS with so far an exciting story from multiple perspectives. Normally im a fan of the slower paced
WW2 era but so far this is fun.
Dislike: Graphics by now a bit dated
Like: Not easy, NPC allies actually hit enemies, story and action drags you in

Play again: Yes!. Tratel64 is a bizzare game inwhich you control Tratel(X), a man who adds a number onto his name every time
he kills someone.

The art, plot and music is very good, the only letdown is the gameplay whics is basically just walking or navigating menues with
your keyboard.

I also found the humour to be very funny.

This is a c00l game. Since it's free now you have no excuse not to play it.
(Except maybe the sluggishness of the movement and the occasional bugginess requiring a restart)

I especiallly enjoyed the new secret "Tratel128" mode by press H at title screen (WAS NOT IN ORIGINAL ITCH BUILD)

ps. BUY THE DLC, it has cool extra content.
More game makers should release packs like this

. Beat the game in twelve minutes. You answer a few multiple-choice questions, watch some crappy cutscenes that are always
the same regardless of your answers, and walk through a few horribly rendered empty rooms where nothing happens.

In short: this is not a game. Do not buy.. Max is terrible at parkour; he take almost 1 second to jump when you tell him to.
That make sense because he's an ordinary human, am I right?

Good luck have fun with the game.
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. The game itself is not that bad as many people said.
I don't mind too much about the lack of PM2 style adventure mode and such.
The game is more hugely emphasis on child raising sim than ever before.
Translation is far from what I would call decent, but it got the job done I guess...
Font and text wrapping was awfully ok at best.
Bemind that I'm not quite a native English user so yeah. :P
Good game. But like I said, the localisation could be done in a much better manner.

I give this game a pass 5/10. I would give it 8/10 if I can read the original japanese. The original game itself is what a true saving
grace for me to thumbs up this review.

p.s. I run this game on my potato laptop, windows 7. The full screen mode works flawlessly with no fps drop. Although the same
can't be said with those who only have windows 10 to run on however...
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The game is a buggy steam if pile. It crashes constantly and every time I close it down I cant start the game again becaus steam
will see it as running until i exit steam.

That being said: Its probably one of the most intense WW1 games i have ever played.. I'd love to review, but I get 2 minutes into
the game (if that, sometimes), and the game crashes and takes me back to my steam library. I know for a fact that my computer
is good to go, and have never had this issue with any other game at all, so far. Has anyone else experienced this? Either way, I'd
love some advice. I don't think I'd like to delete and re-buy\/download the game lol.. At 0.99c there is absolutely no reason at all
not to pickup this game right now. It has story, it has adventure it has puzzles. It's the adaptation of an older text adventure \/
interactive fiction title, exactly the type of game I've been looking for in a VR experience. My only problem is finding more
time in my schedule to play it. Really looking forward to seeing more from this developer as this titles evolves and into the
future.

Check out my latest quickplay of the game here -
https:\/\/youtu.be\/8EWqpCOswxI. As other reviewers suggest, this is probably the most "politically charged" book of the series.
I won't spoil the story, but let's just say that sometimes this feels a bit too forced.
It's also the one that features the least amount of fighting, focusing more on the state of the depicted world. In addition, the
ending does not solve the majority of the plot points and (minor spoiler)finishes with a cliffhanger.

In my opinion, this is probably the weakest entry of the series. That's not to say it's a bad title, however. I'm looking forward to
the sequel.

Overall rating: 6.0\/10. I started playing this game and right away hated the voice actor for the main character Christopher
Adams, an investigative journalist who goes to a factory to find the truth behind the disappearance of three people.

Things didn't get much better from there. I went around and the environment was admittedly well crafted and atmospheric. But
about twenty minutes in and the game began using the "creepy girl with hair over her face whispering and humming trope" that I
personally can't stand. I solved a puzzle and got to a part where you must navigate a maze and find some switches to open a door
to proceed.

Things were going fine- I died a few times to the monster (side note: when you die, the main character makes a noise like
they're clearing their throat, not a death cough, seriously, this "actor" sucks massive♥♥♥♥♥ but eventually threw both
switches. All that remained was to avoid the monster by listening to the humming.

Thing is, this game autosaves.

It auto saved in front of the second switch right after throwing it. Cool, I'd start there if I died.

For some reason, though, the game auto saved right as I was seen by the monster. While it was about five feet away. It killed
me. I reloaded it. It killed me almost as soon as I began. So I reloaded again. It killed me again. I shut the game down,
uninstalled it, and am currently going to request a refund.

Who knows? Maybe this is a masterpiece of horror. I don't care though. The only option was to restart it from the beggining.
Screw that.. Remarkable game! Interesting and difficult levels. Graphics is very good. Convenient management, various tasks. A
game very much was pleasant! I want to play all game and to wait for new levels.. A decent game with an overall plot. If you're
looking for something silly or fun and doesn't take a lot of thought, then this is the one you'd want.. This is bad. Please do not
buy.

- No Controller
- No controls
- No settings
- Horrible UI
- 4 cars
- basically not even a racing game. The recent update including the strategy mode cuts down on the "clickiness" by a lot; which
leaves this game as a 4\/5 for somehow being fun and educational. The update also had the unseen benefeit of cutting down a
graphical issues, since it can go as a turn-based, not real-time.. its a fun game but there are some bugs
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like hitting an object on its very edge sometimes makes your ball go directly through it
and on level 31 the one im stuck on, hitting a diamond on its side makes the ball go sometimes directly back at you when the
part you hit was clearly at an angle
also some parts of the game I just bounced the ball randomly and won the level but in the time I played it was pretty fun
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